Introduction
The analytical works of the aerial-photography has rapidly been applied in the field of geomorphology, geology, geography, etc. and play an important role in the areal exploration.
As increase of the application of aerial-photographic study, the analytical works on the monochrome print without specifying the photographic density are increasing.
The analytical works on the monochrome aerial-photography are evidently based on the effect of the reflection density from the photographic image (printing density).
Either of aerial photograph printed with high contrast and hard tone or that with low contrast and soft tone are short of gradation. It is noted that, compred with that of rich grad that, compared with that of rich gradation, they differ very much therefrom with respect to the details of the photographic image. Therefore, the photograph rich in gradation should be used for the analytical works. Because it is a troublesome and hard work to recognize linear pattern, fault net, drainage pattern etc. even on the photograph of rich gradation.
The photo of rich gradation is not always availed.
The photograph not so good in gradation is accordingly forced to be used for topographic analyses which causes the result poor in accuracy. Accordingly, it is suggested that the pattern of density along even one scanning line on the photograph used for analyses, owing to show the state of gradation of the used photograph as guarantee for the degree of accuracy of the result of analyses carried out.
The writer wishes to propose to append the pattern of density wave to the report of aerogeological-analyses, as a guarantee for the degree of accuracy, based on an experiment.
Variation in printing density
When the developing work is carried out according to the instructed developing process on the given film or printing paper of standard exposure, drainage density is taken as shown on Table   1 . From this Table 1 it is found that the accuracy in Fig. 2 center of which appears Mt. Suishodake (2977 meters). These two aerial-photographs were issued from the same distribution center. Though they were printed from the same negative judging from the annotate photographic data, the print shown in Fig. 3 -A appeared to be a photographed in the season of fresh snow and the other (Fig. 3-B wing the plateau-shaped density wave as shown in Fig. 3 -C, left side of symbol mark K.
2) Even if the analytical works could be done, on such kind of photograph, the result is evidently poor in objectivity.
3) Therefore, if the analytical works have to be carried on the such photograph having the plateau-shaped density wave pattern, the attitude of foundation in analytical works, is to attach the wavepattern of the main portion of the photograply used for analyses.
4) The idea is extended generally and the accompanying of density wave pattern of the used photograph to the report is recommended to all photoanalysing works.
Conclusion
1) Since the progress of the density of printing paper in the developing process is as shown by the graph in Fig. 1 -B, the slight difference of print technique in the dark room will produce a variety of printing density. Consequently prints from the original negative film will produce a variety of gradations.
2) Accordingly when the scanning line is taken on the same portion on each of the two photographic images printed from the original negative film but having different gradations for the measurement of the density on the scanning line by the use of photo-pattern analyzer (desitometer) it is found that the effect of the difference of the gradations (in spite of the identical negative film) on the form of the density wave is remarkable, and represents quite different character of the two photographs.
3) Thus it is concluded that the information volume obtained from the print which is abundant in gradation, is large and that from the print which is short of gradation is few.
According when the analytical works must be carried out with respect to the photograph which has the plateau-shaped output wave obtained by the photo-pattern analyzer (densitometer), the density wave should be obtained by the use of the photopattern analyzer (densitometer) with respect to the main portion of the analytical works to show the 26 objectivity of the works.
6. Further problems 1) Now there will be 50% difference between the case of employing Fig. 2 -A-2 of Table 1 and that of employing Fig. 2-B-2 as the phenomena representing a specified zone. If this difference is utilized (employed) for life space such as road planning, construction works, etc., it will bring about a result which must not be left as a mistake.
2) Though we don't think that all analytical works of the aerial-photographs are in such a state as described in this paper, the printing densuty of the aerial-photographs to be distributed generally and obtained from ERTS should be processed to be constant. Prier to the process, however, it is desired to review whether the fundamental matters from photographing to printing hide themselves behind the engineering, introducing electronics into the photo-interpretation to be taken easy.
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